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One of the most important things for forest landowners to know about their forest property is how 
much timber they own, and its respective value. Getting this information in done by measuring a 
sample of the larger population of trees on the property. There are several tried-and-true scientific 
methods of gathering information. All require measuring the volume of all trees in an known area.

Because it is terribly inefficient to measure every tree on 200 acres of forest, foresters take a sample of 
the total tree population by measuring trees in  a known area. For example, on a strip cruise, the 
forester measures all the trees in a foot wide strip on the whole length of a woodlot. He then measures 
all the the trees in a parallel 50 foot wide strip, 200 feet from the first strip, repeating the procedure 
until he gets to the end of the property. Using these parameters, twenty percent of the trees will be 
measured and expanded to represent the total volume of all 200 acres. 

The method I will be using is called a “variable radius cruise,” which is more complicated to describe 
than a 50 foot strip cruise. In general, a prism is used at a plot center to decide which trees in a 360 
degree radius area are measured. The term “variable radius” is used because the diameter of each tree 
measured in the plot determines the area (acreage) of which that tree will represent (see Fig. 14-1). The 
larger the tree, the smaller the area it represents. Statistically, this is a superior method, because a 
higher percentage of the larger, more valuable trees are sampled. 

To get a statistical 90% confidence interval, I have determined that 61 variable radius cruise plots are 
needed on the 75 acres of the Files lot forest land. To accomplish this, I will locate a cruise plot every 
230 feet. On the Patricia Drive parcel, a cruise plot will be located every 275 to get 71 plots. I almost 
never get the calculated number of plots (see attached), due to many factors, including irregular spacing 
between plots (from hills or going around swamps, etc), and other things. 

As I use my compass to pace a straight line between plots, I also note features of the property that can 
be mapped. I typically note stone walls, tree stands, streams, and drains, ponds, woods roads, 
foundations, gravel or other mines, tree houses, and even scrap iron from old cars. I also note wildlife 
evidence (heard/seen) and unique trees and plants. 

Look for more information about creating this plan in the near future. 
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